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Abstract. Calculus is one of the main courses for the students of Science, Technology, Engineering
and Mathematics (STEM) at tertiary level. Thus, all students who are currently taking this course
need to get at least grade C for them to pass the examination. Many educators used to apply tools in
their teaching method to make the students understand clearly on the topics given in their syllabus.
However, it is very seldom that the effectiveness of the tools being examined. In this paper, the
effectiveness of integrating CCMPedia in teaching and learning Calculus 1 is discussed. CCMPedia
is an encyclopedia for common calculus mistakes, which was designed by some educators from
Universiti Teknologi MARA, Johor branch, Malaysia (UiTMJ). By using experimental method, four
classes were divided into control group and experimental group. The questions were designed
according to pre-knowledge, basic knowledge and Calculus 1. Data was collected from 88 students
and the result was analyzed by mixed design analysis to access the effect of time factors between
pre-test and post-test and the group effects between control and experimental groups. CCMPedia is
found to be one of the good mechanisms to assist students in learning process, particularly in basic
knowledge and Calculus 1.
Introduction
Nowadays, teaching and learning mathematics has become more challenging, particularly in getting
students’ engagement in classroom. The engagement of students in every course of mathematics at
university level is very essential for them to understand each topic that has been taught because
mathematics is cumulative, that is, it creates an internally coherent structure and some concepts are
built based on other concepts. Hence, small gap in knowledge creates further misconceptions that are
built one upon another, and which after some time are revealed in an error avalanche. Mathematics
also called hierarchical build-up of concepts that must be woven together, skills and facts by Sarwadi
and Shahril for the successful learners of mathematics [1]. An unrevealed error, which is rooted in the
mind of students, is therefore a major threat to the construction of students’ mathematical knowledge
[2]. Meanwhile, student errors may reveal the erroneous problem-solving process and thus provide
information on the understanding of and the attitudes towards mathematical problems [1]. To
overcome the problem in understanding the knowledge of mathematics and misconception, changing
in the method of teaching should be considered. One of the changes is by integrating suitable tools in
the teaching process due to the reasons that teaching mathematics which was integrated with certain
tools and methods give more advantages for the students to understand better at many levels [3,4,5].
In line with the benefit of using tools in teaching and learning, research on the effectiveness in using
the appropriate tool must be carried out.
Calculus is a branch of mathematics and one of the main courses for Science, Technology,
Engineering and Mathematics (STEM) students where they must possess at least grade C in order to
pass the examination. All educators who are teaching calculus know that previous related concepts
like the concept of a variable and the concept of function are necessary for the students to understand
the calculus concepts. However, the learning of calculus includes new notions like the notion of limit,
differentiation and integration which intrinsically contain changing quantities. Moreover, the
differential and integral calculus are based upon the fundamental concept of limit. Clearly, those
elements reveal to the understanding of calculus concept and lead to good performance in
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examination. Consequently, preliminary research by [6] to Universiti Teknologi MARA, Johor
branch, Malaysia (UiTMJ) students taking Calculus 1, has found that the only factor influences
students’ performance is self-effort. Therefore, the attitudes of the students in learning mathematics
influence their understanding in concept, principle and practices [5]. Thus, this study is carried out to
help the students in reducing the misconceptions as well as increasing students’ understanding in
learning Calculus 1 by integrating a tool namely CCMPedia in teaching Calculus 1.
There are variety of tools used to improve the techniques of teaching in mathematics, for example
by using technology, ICT in teaching secondary school [7], GetTheMath, relate algebra to real world
[8], and visual approach [9,10] in the topic of continuity and able to raise up confident level of
students. Technology integration in education has revealed many benefits to educators and students
due to the fact that students are familiar with technology and they will learn better within
technology-based environment [11]. Unfortunately, limitation of using technology must be
considered. Research by [12] revealed that technical problems become a major barrier for educators
for instance, low connectivity, virus attack, LCD and computer not functioning. In addition, students
will be exposed to the risk of becoming tech-addicts which has been serious global issue [13].
Another point is lack of supervision from educators will causes students turn to other webpage to
browse unrelated topics or inappropriate contents.
Recently, young learners like to use gadgets such as smartphone and tablets to search for diverse
information. Consequently, a well-known online application that can be accessed by the gadgets,
such as Kahoot which is known as game-based learning that involves student in problem solving,
critical thinking and review of content knowledge [14]. Additionally, Kahoot is a platform for
impromptu quizzes, discussion and surveys [15]. Although Kahoot helped in learning process, but it
is not suitable for mathematics education since learning mathematics is doing calculation and it takes
more than 30 seconds for the students to solve the questions.
Based on the above reasons, this study is done to investigate the effectiveness of using CCMPedia
in teaching and learning Calculus 1 to all students taking Calculus 1 in the current semester. The
CCMPedia is a hardcopy encyclopedia of common calculus mistakes. It special features is very handy
which means, easy to carry anywhere and bring in the classroom. The educators and students will not
have to worry on the problems that may occur from the technology. CCMPedia was designed by a
group of educators from UiTMJ who are currently teaching Calculus 1. In this paper, we aim to
examine the effects of time factors and group effects of CCMPedia.
Method
In this research, a group of 88 students was involved. The students’ sample were all from part three
Diploma Science Mathematics’ students. There were only 4 groups in Semester December 2016 –
April 2017 that consisted of 22 students each. The sample of group was randomly selected by using
random method based on the group of classes and by separating them into control and experimental
groups. Two groups were for control group and another two groups were for experimental group.
Both groups were homogeneous since they were same semesters and same qualifications entries.
Both groups were given a set of pre-test questions that consisted of three criteria: Basic knowledge
of mathematical concepts, Mathematics pre-knowledge from previous education levels, and calculus
knowledge. The pre-test examination was conducted in the first week before learning Calculus I. The
results of this set were then taken as pre-test scores. After 14 weeks of lecture, the students once again
were given a set of same question of post-test questions. Then, the scores were compared to pre-test
score. Addition to that, the control group did not apply CCMPedia throughout the 14 weeks of lecture
while for the experimental group, CCMPedia has been applied in teaching and learning process for
the whole semesters. The score for pre-test and post-test were analyzed by using Mixed Design
Analysis.
The questions were set based on the three criteria to investigate students’ understanding on
Calculus. According to [16], the students’ perception or understanding of some calculus topics has
always been wrong since they were in secondary schools. They usually tend to carry out the wrong
perceptions of conceptional in Calculus to the tertiary level. This research aims to measure the
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effectiveness of CCMPedia in Calculus I in the topics of functions, limit and continuity,
differentiation as well as integration.
The analysis to measure the effectiveness was done by using Mixed Design analysis. Mixed Design
analysis was used to access the effect of time factors (i.e. Pre-test vs. Post Test), and the group effects
(i.e. Experiment vs. Control).

Fig. 1: Research Design

Analysis and Results
Table 1 shows the results of the descriptive analysis for the three targeted variables based on
experimental and control groups. The analysis indicated that, generally there is increasing marks for
all targeted variables (i.e. Basic Knowledge, Pre Knowledge, and Calculus 1) from pre-test to
post-test, except for Pre Knowledge score for control group (Pre-test: 0.77± 0.71; Post-test: 0.73±
0.71), where it shows a marginally decreases.
Table 1: Descriptive Analysis based on Groups
Variable
Basic Knowledge
Pre Knowledge
Calculus 1

Experiment Group (n =44)
Pre-test
Post-test
(M±SD)
(M±SD)
11.48± 1.52
11.80±1.46
2.16±0.94
2.55± 0.76
3.34± 1.16
4.41± 0.87

Control Group (n =44)
Pre-test (M±SD)

Post-test (M±SD)

10.05± 2.54
0.77± 0.71
0.70± 0.85

11.30±1.71
0.73± 0.71
0.91± 0.81

Note: M = Mean; SD = Standard Deviation.
Mixed Design analysis was used to access the effect of time factors (i.e. Pre-test vs. Post Test), and
also the group effects (i.e. Experiment vs. Control) as well as interaction between time and groups
effects [17,18]. Since this study involve three targeted variables (i.e. Basic Knowledge, Pre
Knowledge, and Calculus 1), three mixed design analysis were performed.
According to Montgomery and Field, variables data can approximately normally distributed if the
sample size were above 30 samples by using the Central Limit Theorem assessment [19,17]. Hence, it
can be ensured that, the data distribution for this study was approximately normally distributed since
the sample size for each group was 44 samples. Furthermore, mixed design analysis actually robust
toward normality assumptions since the fundamental analysis of the mixed design analysis is about
Analysis of Variance (i.e. ANOVA) analysis [19].
On the other hand, the issues of sphericity in this analysis was not existed, since the repeated
measures (i.e. time factors effect) in this analysis was at the two levels. According to [17] the
assessment of sphericity should be considered when the time factor effects were the least at the three
levels. In terms of covariance equality, Box’ Test was used to access the equality of covariance matrix
[19,17]. However, mixed design analysis can be considered robust toward this effect if the number of
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samples for both groups is equal [17]. Since, in this analysis both groups were having an equal sample
size (i.e. 44 samples for each group), it can be ensured that result of this analysis was valid.
Basic Knowledge Assessment
A mixed between within subject analysis of variance was conducted to assess the impact of pre-test
and post-test scores on Basic Knowledge across Experiment and Control groups was reported in
Table 2. The results indicated that, there is significant time effects of Basic Knowledge score (F (1, 86)
= 12.514, p <.01; Effect Size = .127). It is indicated that, there is statistically increase of Basic
Knowledge scores from the pre-test to the post test.
Table 2: Summary Results of Mixed Design Analysis based on Basic Knowledge Scores
Effect Terms
F Statistics
p-value
Effect Size
Remark
ªTime Effect
12.514 (1, 86)
<.01
.127
Moderate
ᵇGroup Effect
8.668 (1, 86)
<.01
.092
Small
ªTime*Group Effect
4.419 (1, 86)
<.05
.049
Small
Note: Time Effect = Pre-test vs. Post Test; Group Effect = Experiment vs. Control; Time*Group Effect = Interaction
between Time and Group Effects; Numbers in bracket is the degrees of freedom for the F-Statistics; ªThe assessment were
based on Tests of Within-Subjects Effects; ᵇThe assessment was based on Between-Subjects Effects.

Besides that, the results also indicated that, there is significant different between Basic Knowledge
score between experiment and control groups (F (1, 86) = 8.668, p <.01; Effect Size = .092). It is
indicated that, the Basic Knowledge scores for the experiment group is higher than control group. In
terms of interaction effect, the analysis indicated that, there is also significant effect between time and
group effects simultaneously (F (1, 86) = 4.419, p <.05; Effect Size = .049). It is indicated that, Basic
Knowledge scores were statistically increase from the pre-test to post-test for the both groups, but in
the same way, Basic Knowledge scores also statistically differ between experiment and control
groups. The effect sizes for the group effect and interaction effect analysis can be considered as small
effects, whereas time effect analysis can be considered as moderate effects [20]. Fig. 2 shows the
linear plot of pre-test to post-test assessment across the experiment and control groups for the Basic
Knowledge scores.

Fig. 2: Linear plot of Pre-test to Post-test assessment across Experiment and Control Groups for Basic Knowledge Score

Pre Knowledge Assessment
By using the same analysis, Table 3 shows the results of mixed design analysis of variance for
assessing the impact of pre-test and post-test scores on Pre Knowledge across Experiment and
Control groups. The results indicated that, there is significant time effects at the 90% confidence level
of Pre Knowledge score (F (1, 86) = 3.418, p =.068; Effect Size = .038). It is indicated that, there is
statistically increase of Pre Knowledge scores from the pre-test to the post test. Besides that, the
results also indicated that, there is significant different between Pre Knowledge score between
experiment and control groups (F (1, 86) = 129.390, p <.01; Effect Size = .601). It is indicated that,
the Pre Knowledge scores for the experiment group is higher than control group.
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Table 3: Summary Results of Mixed Design Analysis based on Pre Knowledge Scores
Effect Terms
F Statistics
p-value
Effect Size
Remark
ªTime Effect
3.418 (1, 86)
<.10
.038
Small
ᵇGroup Effect
129.390 (1, 86)
<.01
.601
Large
ªTime*Group Effect
5.483 (1, 86)
<.05
.060
Small
Note: Time Effect = Pre-test vs. Post Test; Group Effect = Experiment vs. Control; Time*Group Effect = Interaction
between Time and Group Effects; Numbers in bracket is the degrees of freedom for the F-Statistics; ªThe assessment were
based on Tests of Within-Subjects Effects; ᵇThe assessment was based on Between-Subjects Effects.

In terms of interaction effect, the analysis indicated that, there is also significant effect between time
and group effects simultaneously (F (1, 86) = 5.483, p <.05; Effect Size = .060). It is indicated that,
Pre Knowledge scores were statistically increase from the pre-test to post-test for the experiment
group except for the control group, but in the same way, Pre Knowledge scores also statistically differ
between experiment and control groups. The effect sizes for the time effect and interaction effect
analysis can be considered as small effects, whereas group effect analysis can be considered as large
effects [20]. Fig. 3 shows the linear plot of pre-test to post-test assessment across the experiment and
control groups for the Pre Knowledge scores.

Fig. 3: Linear plot of Pre-test to Post-test assessment across Experiment and Control Groups for Pre Knowledge Scores

Calculus 1 Assessment
Table 4 shows the results of mixed design analysis of variance for assessing the impact of pre-test and
post-test scores on Calculus 1 across Experiment and Control groups. The results indicated that, there
is significant time effects of Calculus 1 score (F (1, 86) = 25.982, p <.01; Effect Size = .232). It is
indicated that, there is statistically increase of Calculus 1 scores from the pre-test to the post test.
Besides that, the results also indicated that, there is significant different between Calculus 1 score
between experiment and control groups (F (1, 86) = 362.226, p <.01; Effect Size = .808). It is
indicated that, the Calculus 1 scores for the experiment group is higher than control group.
Table 4: Summary Results of Mixed Design Analysis based on Calculus 1 Scores
Effect Terms
ªTime Effect
ᵇGroup Effect

F Statistics
25.982 (1, 86)
362.226 (1, 86)

p-value
<.01
<.01

Effect Size
.232
.808

ªTime*Group
Effect

11.964 (1, 86)

<.01

.122

Remark
Moderate
Large
Moderate

Note: Time Effect = Pre-test vs. Post Test; Group Effect = Experiment vs. Control; Time*Group
Effect = Interaction between Time and Group Effects; Numbers in bracket is the degrees of freedom
for the F-Statistics; ªThe assessment were based on Tests of Within-Subjects Effects; ᵇThe assessment
was based on Between-Subjects Effects.
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In terms of interaction effect, the analysis indicated that, there is also significant effect between time
and group effects simultaneously (F (1, 86) = 11.964, p <.01; Effect Size = .122). It is indicated that,
Calculus 1scores were statistically increase from the pre-test to post-test for the both groups, but in
the same way, Calculus 1 scores also statistically differ between experiment and control groups. The
effect sizes for the time effect and interaction effect analysis can be considered as moderate effects,
whereas group effect analysis can be considered as large effects [20]. Fig. 4 shows the linear plot of
pre-test to post-test assessment across the experiment and control groups for the Calculus 1 scores.

Fig. 4: Linear plot of Pre-test to Post-test assessment across Experiment and Control Groups for Calculus 1 Scores

Discussion and Conclusion
In this research, CCMPedia has been applied for the experimental group through out the 14 weeks of
lecture while for the control group, traditional method without using CCMPedia was used in teaching
and learning process. After 14 weeks of lecture, both groups were given a set of post-tests. The score
for both groups were then analyzed and seperated into three criteria: Basic Knowledge,
Pre-Knowledge and Calculus 1. From the results, for the Pre-Knowledge and Calculus 1 assessments,
the use of CCMpedia is very helpful in teaching and learning because of the group effect size is large
which is 0.601 and 0.808 respectively. The results show significantly increase for both assessments.
This shows that, using CCMPedia in classes will reduce the mistakes done by the students and they
have better understanding in that particular topics. While for Basic Knowledge, the use of CCMPedia
is not really helpful but it still significant increases statistically (with 0.092 group effect size).
The finding indicates that CCMPedia is one of the good mechanisms to assist students in learning
process especially in basic knowledge and Calculus I. However, CCMPedia is also useful tool to
increase students’ understanding in basic knowledge. CCMPedia gives a positive results for
experimental group where the increments of students knowledge are clearly seen in the time effect
size for all three categories. CCMPedia is a new and has special criteria that are easy to use in
searching information and references. It helps students to make less common mistakes while doing
Calculus 1. The implementation of CCMPedia will result in easier teaching and learning process, not
only for UiTM students but for other students in other universities as well. As a recommendation, it is
suggested that future researches to measure the effectiveness of CCMpedia in teaching and learning
Calculus for non-mathematics students.
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